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Abstract

Phenotyping with traditional behavioral assays constitutes a major bottleneck in the primary screening, characterization, and validation of genetic mouse models of disease, leading to downstream delays in drug discovery efforts. We present a novel and comprehensive one-stop approach to phenotyping, the PhenoCube™. This system simultaneously captures the cognitive performance, motor activity, and circadian patterns of group-housed mice by use of home-cage operant conditioning modules (IntelliCage) and custom-built computer vision software. We evaluated two different mouse models of Huntington’s Disease (HD), the R6/2 and the BACHD in the PhenoCube™ system. Our results demonstrated that this system can efficiently capture and track alterations in both cognitive performance and locomotor activity patterns associated with these disease models. This work extends our prior demonstration that PhenoCube™ can characterize circadian dysfunction in BACHD mice and shows that this system, with the experimental protocols used, is a sensitive and efficient tool for a first pass high-throughput screening of mouse disease models in general and mouse models of neurodegeneration in particular.
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Introduction

Mouse models of human disease have provided valuable insights into our understanding of human genetic neurological disorders. Generally, first pass validation of animal models is conducted using high throughput assays, in order to rapidly make decisions about which models and compounds to pursue more in-depth. Other more time-consuming assays are a better fit for secondary and tertiary tier testing, which is generally built upon and guided by results of first-order screening and characterization.

Molecular, neuroimaging, neuropathological, and behavioral phenotyping are complementary approaches used together to validate animal models of human disease and to evaluate potential therapeutics. Whereas there are many high-throughput assays for the first three approaches, the options for high-throughput behavioral phenotyping are rather limited, with the result that traditional behavioral tests are still standard practice for first-order validation of animal models. However such testing is frequently slow, labor intensive, difficult to implement and can be vulnerable to subjective factors during experimentation and/or scoring. This traditional approach typically involves a series of sequential tests of one aspect of behavior at a time limiting the ability of these assays to capture the complexity and diversity of the behavioral phenotype of the animals across time. Such tests often require extensive experimenter handling, making it hard to study genetically manipulated animals in non-stressed conditions. It is possible that an ethologically valid environment with less experimenter intervention may be more reflective of the natural state of the animal model and less susceptible to cross-laboratory discrepancies. Recognition of these limitations has led several research laboratories and vendors to focus on automated approaches in behavioral phenotyping: e.g., PhenoMaster (TSE-Systems;1), IntelliCage2, HomeCage Scan (Cleversys, Inc.) and “fully-automated live-in environment”3.

Here we provide a demonstration of our novel high-throughput phenotyping system, PhenoCube™, based on the Intellicage system, using two transgenic models of Huntington’s Disease (HD), the well-characterized R6/2 fragment mouse, and the full length transgenic BACHD mouse developed in the laboratory of X. William Yang4. By “high-throughput behavioral testing”, we
mean efficient and quick screening of animal subjects for multiple phenotypes simultaneously. These phenotypes might include (but are not limited to) cognitive performance, motivation and locomotor, circadian, and exploratory activity. In addition, we showed that the system has high sensitivity and robustness to detect the deficits in these mutant lines.

The R6/2 mouse model expresses a short N-terminal fragment of mutant human huntingtin and is the best-known mouse model of HD in terms of pathophysiology and behavioral abnormalities (e.g., 7-8, 12-10, 11). R6/2 mice have been shown to be hypoactive (e.g., 12-9), exhibit disrupted circadian patterns (e.g., 13), response acquisition 14 and interval timing 15, and have impaired spatial discrimination and reversal as assessed in water-maze and t-maze tasks (e.g., 8-16, 17-18, 19). By contrast, the BACHD mouse expresses the full-length human mutant huntingtin gene with 97 glutamine repeats under the control of endogenous htt regulatory machinery on a bacterial artificial chromosome, and has been less widely studied but also has been shown to mimic some aspects of HD pathophysiology and behavioral abnormalities 4-9, 20, including circadian abnormalities 14-21.

The PhenoCube™ system acquires a broad range of different measures that span multiple disease-relevant domains (i.e., cognition, locomotor activity and circadian patterns), and thus can efficiently capture the complexity of the behavioral phenotype. We developed the PhenoCube™ through hardware modifications of IntelliCage units and addition of custom-built computer vision hardware and software. This system enables behavioral phenotyping of group-housed mice within a home-cage-like environment over multiple days with minimal experimenter interruption, allowing capture of the endogenous behavioral rhythms of the subjects. Models of HD are particularly relevant disease model for demonstration of the utility of this system as it is characterized by altered cognition, motor activity, and circadian rhythms, all domains that can all be assessed simultaneously by the PhenoCube™. The present experiments capture these behavioral phenotypes using the novel PhenoCube™ apparatus, demonstrating the utility of the system and of the experimental protocols developed in our lab.

**METHODS**

**Animals:**

R6/2 (R6/2 CAG 120, CHDI-8100100) transgenic heterozygous and wild type (WT) littermate control mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME; strain B6CBA-Tg[HDEXon1]62Gpb/SJ, stock number 006494). Mice were generated by crossing ovarian-transplanted females (from R6/2 CBAB6J female donors) with CBAB6F1J WT males. Genotype was determined by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of tail-tip DNA at 15 days of age 22. CAG repeat lengths were measured by Laragen (Los Angeles, CA, USA) using standard protocols and Genemapper software as previously described 9. R6/2 mice were tested at 7, 8, 9 and 10 weeks of age. The CAG repeat of the R6/2 mutant is 120+ 5.

BACHD (CHDI-81001012) and WT control mice were generated at the Jackson laboratory on an FVB/NJ x C57Bl/6J F1, created by crossing BAC transgenic FVB/NJ males with WT C57Bl/6J females. The congenic BAC FVB/NJ line used for breeding was obtained from the laboratory of X. William Yang at the UCLA David Geffen School of Medicine, Los Angeles. Genotyping was completed by Laragen (Los Angeles, CA, USA). BACHD and the corresponding WT control mice were tested at 16, 24, 36, and 52 weeks of age.

Prior to testing in PhenoCube™, mice were injected with sterile transponders (T-IS 8010 FDX-B, Datamars SA, Bedano, Switzerland) under 2% isoflurane inhalation anesthesia. During recovery from anesthesia, mice were introduced to their social testing groups and housed in genetically homogenous in OptiRAT® cages (Animal Care Systems, CO). The environment was enriched with a play tunnel, shredded paper, and a plastic bone. Food and water were available ad libitum with the exception of water deprivation 16 hours prior to each phase of testing in our system. Temperature and humidity were controlled and monitored daily. This study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, NRC 23. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Psychogenics, Inc. (PHS OLAW animal welfare assurance number A4471-01), an AAALAC International accredited institution (Unit #001213).

**Apparatus:**

Experiments were conducted using modified Intellicage units (New Behavior, AG, Zurich, CH), each with a Day/Night Camera mounted on top of the cage for Computer Vision (CV) analysis (Figure 1). Intra-maze spatial cues were added to the environment by placing laminated striped paper on the outside of the cage walls, while three climbing structures (two rods, a cubic central object and a three step staircase) were placed inside the cage to provide an enriched topology (Figure 1 - left panel).

The cages were maintained at all times on a 12:12 light/dark cycle, with white light during the day and red light during the night. The light intensity under red light was recorded at 7 lux using a photographic band-pass filter (LDP LLC, NJ) that eliminates long wavelength light frequencies not visible to mice 24 and was sufficient to allow the camera to detect the mice while maintaining a low subjective light level for the mice. The light intensity under white light was 100 lux. Inside the PhenoCube™ environment, water was only available from within the corners while food was freely available on the cage floor at all times. It was sometimes necessary to remove a mouse from the study when no licking was recorded, in order to ensure proper hydration.
Procedure:

**Standard Experimental Procedure:** In all the experiments described here, a standard series of test protocols were employed, defined here as Habituation, Alternation, and Reversal (see Figure 2).

**Habituation:** The Habituation phase (Figure 2 – left panel) was used at the start of the experiment during which mice have access to all four of the corners. As soon as any mouse enters, both doors to the water open and remain open until the mouse leaves the corner. This phase of the experiment constitutes the “magazine training” and allows the mice to learn that water reinforcement is available in the corners. Basic activity data is collected during this phase of the experiments. The overall rate of corner visits and licking provide an insight into the general activity levels of the animals as well as their capacity to obtain water reinforcement, while evaluation of the overall rate of repeated visits (i.e. returning to the previously visited corner) gives some indication of the animals’ general tendency to persevere.

**Alternation:** In the Alternation training protocol (Figure 2 – middle panel), the animals are required to visit two of the four corners in order to gain access to water. For each subject, two adjacent corners (active corners) along one of the shorter sides of the rectangular cage were contingently rewarded, while the other two (exploratory corners) were never rewarded. The Alternation protocol was set up to train the animals to switch between the two active corners, only receiving reinforcement for alternating visits. For example, if corners 1 and 2 were active, an initial visit to corner 1 would be a correct visit and rewarded. To obtain further reinforcement, the mouse was then required to visit corner 2. Repeat visits to corner 1 were classified as incorrect, and mice would not receive a reward there. Following a visit to corner 2, the corners would switch again, such that reinforcement would now be available only in corner 1 and so on. If a mouse incorrectly visits the same active corner more than once or visits an “exploratory” corner after leaving an active corner, the identity of the target correct corner does not change and a visit to that corner will result in available reinforcement; the only event leading to a switch in the correct corner identity is a visit to the currently correct corner, in which reinforcement will be available.

Alternation data was calculated within a 113-s interval of leaving an active corner, such that only a visit to the correct corner 113- s or less after exiting an active corner counted as a correct Alternation, with any visit to the currently incorrect corner counting as incorrect, while visits to the exploratory corners are irrelevant. Inter visit intervals were cap to minimize the chances that other events interrupted the alternating sequence— the precise interval used is not of great significance, with similar results detected with different intervals. Irrespective of this interval, visits to a correct corner were rewarded — the interval is relevant only to the data handling process. The primary measure employed to assess Alternation performance, percent alternation, is generated by calculating the percentage of visits to active corners made following a visit to either of the two active corners within a particular interval that are correct alternation visits. For example, if corners 1 and 2 are active, the number of visits to corner 2 following a visit to corner 1 plus the number of visits to corner 1 following a visit to corner 2 comprises the total Alternation visits, which are then divided by the total visits to either corner 1 or corner 2. Previous experiments in our laboratories have indicated that, although mice do have some tendency to spontaneously alternate between foraging locations, their alternating behavior within the corners is significantly increased by the type of enforced alternation training employed here, such that performance on this task does appear to be sensitive to the animals’ learning the reinforcement contingencies.

Each corner contained two nosepoke recesses, one on each side, used to deliver water reinforcement during correct visits. Each active corner delivered water only on one side, with the rewarded side dependant on the specific identity of the current corner, such that if only the left side was rewarded in active corner 1, then only the right side was rewarded in active corner 2 and vice versa. When mice made visits to a correct corner (i.e., an alternation visit) and nose-poked on the correct side, the door behind the correct nosepoke recess for that corner opened for 8 s, providing access to water. After 8 s, the door closed, preventing further access to water, with the mice then required to alternate and enter the other active corner for further rewards. No penalty was imposed for initially nosepoking on the incorrect side; the first nosepoke during a correct visit to the correct side always resulted in delivery of reinforcement. However, for the purposes of behavioral analysis, the proportion of initial nosepokes to the correct side was calculated such that, for example, a mouse making a correct visit and subsequently nosepoking to the wrong side and then to the correct side would receive water, but the mouse’s ‘initial nosepoke’ for that visit would be scored as incorrect (from a behavioral efficiency perspective).
Reversal: The final phase is a nosepoke reversal (Figure 2 – right panel). The protocol is similar to the Alternation phase, except that the correct nosepoke recesses are switched between the two active corners, such that if the left nosepoke was correct in corner 1, instead the right nosepoke was correct – no differences between the genotypes were observed in performance on this task so these data are not presented, but this information is included here for completeness.

Experiment 1. An initial experiment was carried out in order to evaluate both the overall phenotype of the R6/2 mouse and the specific capacity of both wild-type (WT) and R6/2 mice to learn a simple alternation rule, requiring them to switch between two locations to retrieve water reinforcement. R6/2 mice were tested weekly from 7 to 10 weeks old. The subjects were a cohort of 44 naïve female mice evenly split by genotype in four groups of 11 mice each. Each group was tested in one cage.

Animals were water deprived in their home cages for 16 h prior to each phase of testing in the PhenoCube™ system. During this period and the rest of the experiment feed were available ad libitum. The initial 7-wk test was split into three sections (as illustrated in Figure 3), with an initial 6-h Habituation day to acclimate the mice to the cage, followed by a 30-h session on the Alternation protocol and then a separate 6-h session with the Reversal protocol. The remaining test weeks were split into two 30-h sessions (Figure 3), with the nosepoke task reversed at the start of each session relative to the previous session. Despite the regular test schedule, some R6/2 mice still appeared unable to maintain licking behavior on the Alternation protocol; non-licking animals were switched to the Habituation protocol and ultimately removed from the cage as necessary. The switch to Habituation protocol was implemented electronically based on the RFID chip without disturbing the group or changing the protocol for the other mice in the social environment. The number of mutant mice still licking on the Alternation procedure at the end of each week’s testing (at 7, 8, 9 and 10 weeks) were 20, 12, 6, and 4 mice respectively. Note that when mice were switched to the Habituation protocol, they frequently resumed licking, indicating that their failure to lick on Alternation does not simply reflect a motor deficit.

Fig. 2: Graphical depiction of the IntelliCage and the experimental procedures: Habituation, Alternation, and Reversal.

Shaded circles signal the armed receptacles. NP: Nosepoke

Fig. 3: R6/2 mice test procedure.
Experiment 1. Analysis of R6/2 mice

Results

Corner Entries: R6/2 and WT mice did not exhibit differential frequency of corner entries. Both groups visited the corners equally often, showed more visits during the dark light cycle, and reduced corner entries with repeated testing (Figure 5A; Table I; Age and Cycle main effects: *p*s < 0.05; simple effects analysis: *p*s < 0.0001). R6/2 mice showed slightly larger differences across the day cycle although the differences between groups were not significant within each phase (Cycle x Genotype interaction:*p* < 0.05; simple effects analysis: *p*s > 0.11).

Licking: Analysis of licking behavior pointed at increased thirst in R6/2 mice during the dark period. R6/2 mice licked more
frequently than the WT controls during the dark phase, although the effect was not significant at 10 weeks of age. Surprisingly the WT licked as frequently during the light as during the dark cycle (Figure 5B; Table 1; Genotype x Age x Cycle interaction: $p < 0.01$; simple main effects: $p < 0.05$).

Repeats: R6/2 mice re-entered visited corners more frequently than the WT controls, at all ages, which reflects the perseverative responding R6/2 mouse behavior, which was (although to a lesser extent) also manifested in terms of their alternation performance (see below). This effect appeared more pronounced during the light period (Figure 5C; Table 1; Genotype x Age x Cycle interaction: $p < 0.05$; Simple Main Effects: $p < 0.05$).

Alternations: As mentioned above, perseverative responding R6/2 behavior was also apparent in the spatial alternation performance; however genotypic differences were not as robust at older ages when compared to the deficits detected in repeated behavior. R6/2 animals alternated less than WT mice between active corners, where water could be obtained, although the differences were not significant at 9 weeks or at 10 weeks during the dark phase. Whereas WT mice alternated to the same extent during the light and dark cycle, R6/2 mice showed a further decrease in alternation during the light cycle phase at 8 weeks of age (Figure 5D; Table 1; Genotype x Age x Cycle interaction: $p < 0.05$; Simple Main Effects: $p < 0.05$).

Collected Rewards: Despite the behavioral differences reported above R6/2 and WT mice had comparable levels of access to water reinforcement earned through the experimental contingencies. The proportion of entries to an active corner in which mice nosepoke and, likely, accessed the water reinforcement was similar between groups (Figure 5E, Table 1). There was a marginal non-significant increase in collected rewards with repeated testing (Age main effect $p < 0.1$).

Table 1. Summary of the main effects and interaction following statistical analysis for the behavioral measures for Experiment 1 (R6/2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>R6/2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genotype</td>
<td>Age (A)</td>
<td>Cycle (C)</td>
<td>G x A</td>
<td>G x C</td>
<td>G x A x C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Entries</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>4.13*</td>
<td>96.72#</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>4.19*</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licking</td>
<td>17.46#</td>
<td>3.67*</td>
<td>149.36#</td>
<td>5.26**</td>
<td>140.32#</td>
<td>4.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeats</td>
<td>83.97#</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>21.80#</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternations</td>
<td>33.25#</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>5.66*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>7.30*</td>
<td>2.39*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected Rewards</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *: $p<.05$, **: $p<.01$, #: $p<.001$, NS: $p>.05$
Fig. 5: R6/2 behavioral measures as a function of genotype, age, and light cycle.

*: significant genotype differences within each light phase, at each age; **: significant genotype effect for each age, independent of cycle; #: significant differences due to light cycle for each genotype and age; ##: significant differences due to light cycle for each age independently of genotype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Summary of statistical results for the computer vision measures for Experiment 1 (R6/2).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notes: *: p&lt; 0.05, **: p&lt; 0.01, #: p&lt; 0.001, NS: p&gt;.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>R6/2</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>G x A</th>
<th>G x C</th>
<th>G x A x C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locomotion</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>136.16#</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Immobile</td>
<td>205.80#</td>
<td>6.91*</td>
<td>28.4*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rearing/Climbing</td>
<td>45.53*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consistent with earlier findings, these computer vision-based measures overall suggested lower locomotor activity and decreased motor function of R6/2 mice compared to WT mice. Details of these results are summarized below and in Table 2.

**Locomotion.** This group measure, obtained from the computer vision system, showed an overall increase in the activity of all mice during the night independently of genotype (Figure 6A; Table 2, Cycle main effect: p < 0.001). R6/2 mice showed a slight but not significant decrease in locomotion.

**Time Immobile.** From the computer vision it was also clear that R6/2 mice were more immobile over the whole testing period. As expected both groups were less immobile during the dark phase, while all animals became slightly more immobile with repeated testing (Figure 6B; Table 2, Genotype, Age and Cycle main effects: p < 0.001).

**Rearing/Climbing.** R6/2 mice reared and climbed less (Figure 6C; Table 2, Genotype main effect: p < 0.05). Although rearing seemed higher during the night there were no significant effects of either cycle or age.
Table 3. Summary of the statistical analyses for individual behavioral measures for Experiment 2 (BACHD).

**Experiment 2. Analysis of BACHD mice:**

**Corner Entries:** BACHD mice exhibited a different phenotype than R6/2 mice in terms of the degree of corner visits: R6/2 mice did not differ from their WT controls in terms of the frequency of corner visits however, BACHD mice entered the corners significantly less than WT mice at all ages and cycle phases with the exception of the dark phase at 16 weeks of age (Figure 7A; Table 3; Genotype x Age x Cycle interaction: \( p < 0.001 \); simple main effects: \( \beta < 0.05 \)). Both groups were more active during the dark period (Cycle main effect: \( p < 0.001 \)).

**Licking:** Similar to the phenotype of R6/2 mice, BACHD mice exhibited increased thirst, which was not detected at the older ages (i.e., 10 weeks of age for R6/2 mice and 52 weeks of age for BACHD mice). At earlier ages, the BACHD mice licked more than did WT mice irrespective of cycle phase, but this difference waned as testing progressed (Figure 7B; Table 3; Genotype x Age x Cycle interaction: \( p < 0.01 \); simple main effects: \( \beta < 0.05 \)). As expected, both groups licked more during the night period (with the exemption of WT mice at 36 weeks of age) and, unexpectedly, licked less as testing progressed (Age main effect: \( \beta < 0.001 \)).

**Repeat visits:** Perseverative responding was apparent only during early test ages for BACHD mice. BACHD mice re-entered previously visited corners more frequently than did WT controls at 16 and 24 weeks of age but less at 52 weeks of age (Figure 7C; Table 3; Genotype x Age interaction: \( p < 0.001 \); simple main effects: \( \beta < 0.05 \)). Both groups made more repeats when they were active during the dark phase and made fewer repeats as testing continued (Age and Cycle main effect: \( \beta < 0.001 \)).

**Alternation.** Similar age-dependent patterns of genotypic differences were also observed with spatial alternation performance. BACHD mice alternated less than WT during both cycle phases at 16 weeks of age but the effect was not apparent at later ages. BACHD mice alternated more during the light phase at all ages, while this difference was only observed in WT controls at 16 weeks of age. (Figure 7D; Table 3; Genotype x Age x Cycle interaction: \( p < 0.001 \)).

**Rewards collected:** Interestingly, BACHD mice exhibited higher efficiency of reward collection than WT animals, a characteristic that became more pronounced with age. For instance, starting at 24 weeks of age BACHD mice were more likely than WT mice to nosepoke in active corners. Both groups, surprisingly, were slightly but consistently less likely to collect rewards during the dark phase, particularly the BACHD mice (Figure 7E; Table 3; Genotype x Age and Genotype x Cycle interactions: \( \beta < 0.05 \); simple main effect: \( \beta < 0.05 \)).

Table 3. Summary of the statistical analyses for individual behavioral measures for Experiment 2 (BACHD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>BACHD</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>G x A</th>
<th>G x C</th>
<th>G x A x C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Entries</td>
<td>42.55#</td>
<td>47.93#</td>
<td>480.78#</td>
<td>7.05#</td>
<td>6.13#</td>
<td>12.19#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licking</td>
<td>17.24#</td>
<td>51.31#</td>
<td>168.08#</td>
<td>3.50*</td>
<td>12.62#</td>
<td>3.39**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeats</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>52.81#</td>
<td>158.69#</td>
<td>12.04#</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternations</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>6.70#</td>
<td>80.24#</td>
<td>5.07**</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>9.01#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected Rewards</td>
<td>43.59#</td>
<td>32.99#</td>
<td>31.71#</td>
<td>17.75#</td>
<td>4.57*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *: \( \beta < 0.05 \), **: \( \beta < 0.01 \), #: \( \beta < 0.001 \), NS: \( \beta > 0.05 \).
**Fig. 7**: BACHD behavioral measures as a function of genotype, age, and light cycle.

*: significant genotype effect for each age within each cycle; **: significant genotype effect for each age, independent of cycle; #: significant differences due to light cycle for each genotype and age; ##: significant differences due to light cycle for each age independently of genotype; ####: significant differences due to light cycle independently of genotype and age; #####: significant differences due to light cycle and genotype independently of age.

---

**Table 4. Summary of the statistical analyses for the computer vision derived measures for Experiment 2 (BACHD).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>BACHD Genotype</th>
<th>BACHD Age</th>
<th>BACHD Cycle</th>
<th>BACHD G x A</th>
<th>BACHD G x C</th>
<th>BACHD G x A x C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotion</td>
<td>149.53*</td>
<td>15.78#</td>
<td>127.02#</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>9.79#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immobility</td>
<td>58.09#</td>
<td>6.62**</td>
<td>12.88*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rearing Climbing</td>
<td>7.22*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>18.82**</td>
<td>4.05*</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>5.81**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *: p< 0.05, **: p< 0.01, #: p< 0.001, NS: p>.05

Consistent with the R6/2 locomotor activity and motor function phenotype summarized above, BACHD mice exhibited lower locomotor activity, higher immobility, and lower rearing and climbing than WT mice. Some of these differences were more pronounced than in the R6/2 mice. Details of these results are summarized below.

**Locomotion**: BACHD mice were hypoactive relative to WT control mice at all ages and during both cycle phases. Activity was higher for both groups during the dark phase at 16, 24, and 36 weeks, as expected, but not at 52 weeks (Figure 8A, Table 4; Genotype x Age x Cycle: p< 0.001; simple main effects: ps < 0.05).

**Time Immobile**: BACHD mice spent more time immobile than WT mice at all ages and light phases (Figure 8B, Table 4; Genotype main effect: p < 0.001). Both groups spent more time immobile during the light phase and slightly more as they aged (Cycle and Age main effects: ps < 0.02).

**Rearing & Climbing**: BACHD mice reared and climbed less than WT mice at 16 and 52 weeks of age. WT reared and climbed more during the dark at 16 and 36 ages but less at 52 weeks, whereas BACHD only climbed more at 36 weeks of age (Figure 8C, Table 4; Genotype x Age x Cycle: p < 0.01; simple main effects: ps < .05)
Discussion

Here we demonstrated the utility of our novel high-throughput phenotyping system, PhenoCube™ by characterizing two different genetic mouse models of HD. Our observations reveal the sensitivity and efficiency of this system in capturing genotypic differences and tracking the course of the disease in multiple behavioral domains. Specifically, mice tested on this platform exhibited robust differences across genotypes in cognitive performance, motor behavior, and circadian patterns (circadian data are described separately in 14). These differences were captured by a fully automated system over a (user-specified) wide time window and age range using electronic behavioral actuators (chip reader and antenna from Intellicage) as well as computer vision tools.

Rudenko et al 25 assessed spatial alternation performance of R6/2 mice from the age of 8 weeks, primarily via patrolling task where the position of the correct corner was changed in a clock-wise manner following a visit to a correct corner and at least one nose-poke in that corner. They observed that R6/2 mice made significantly more place errors than did WT mice. Their findings parallel the decreased proportion of alternation and increased proportion of repeat visits detected as early as 7 weeks of age in our study. Importantly, perseverative responding has also been observed in HD patients as assessed in different tasks 26-27,28-29.

Relative to the R6/2 mouse, the BACHD model is not so well-characterized in terms of associated cognitive deficits, although they have been shown to have normal response acquisition in an operant task and 30 and motivational deficits in a progressive ratio task 31,32 stated that, in a procedural task, BACHD mice showed a deficit during reversal but not acquisition. The performance of the control mice in their study, however, was rather variable being close to chance levels at the end of both training and testing. In our unpublished studies we have seen both deficits during acquisition and reversal in a 2 choice swim task, but the results were neither consistent nor robust, suggesting that a possible deficit could be uncovered with a task that elicits more stable performance in both the transgenic and control groups. While the BACHD mice in this study, like the R6/2 mice, initially did appear to show stable tendency to make more repeat visits than controls, this phenotype declined with increasing age, with significant increases in repeat visits seen only at 16 and 24 weeks, with a reduced rate of repeat visiting detected at 52 weeks, while the R6/2 phenotype remained stable with increasing age.

The R6/2 mice also revealed an increase in drinking behavior relative to WT controls during the dark phase between 7-9 weeks of age, whereas there were no significant differences during the light cycle. This result is also consistent with Rudenko et al 25, who observed significant differences in the frequency of licks between 7-9 weeks of age only during the active period (containing the entire dark phase and the first half of the light phase). Different from their results however, the genotypic difference in drinking behavior disappeared at 10 weeks of age in our study essentially due to a decrease in the lick frequency of R6/2 mice, particularly during the dark phase. Note that IntelliCage does not measure the amount of liquid consumption but rather the number and duration of licking behavior. Thus, we used the number of licks as a proxy for amount of water consumed by mice (see also 29).

There were no differences between genotypes in terms of the total number of corner visits at least during their test ages (i.e., 7-10 weeks of age). This result is also consistent with Rudenko et al 25 who observed significant decreases in corner visit frequency starting from 11-12 weeks of age. Efficiency in collecting rewards (operationalized as nose poking in correct corner visits) was equivalent in WT and R6/2 mice. The rate of such trials suggests that irrespective of genotype, our mouse subjects had a weak tendency to explore when in the correct corners. Overall, we had the opportunity to compare our results with previous findings (i.e., 29) in the case of R6/2 mice, which revealed a high degree of correspondence between studies.

BACHD animals exhibited significantly reduced numbers of corner visits but significant increases in their tendency to make water seeking nose poke responses when entering a correct corner compared to WT controls. Note that this increase in efficiency of reward collection does not necessarily indicate enhanced cognitive performance of BACHD mice but rather the suppression of alternative behaviors such as exploration and curiosity (see also 25), since the BACHD animals may only visit corners in order to retrieve water. In addition, our study using the progressive raton task, suggests that incentive motivation (which energizes behavior in order to obtain reward) is deficient in the BACHD mice 31.

The BACHD mice exhibited increases in drinking behavior relative to WT controls, though this phenotype disappeared at the final age of testing (52 weeks of age) due to a decrease in the lick frequency of BACHD mice, particularly during the dark phase. These findings regarding drinking behavior are consistent with previously reported results from the R6/2 mice 25-32. Increased thirst has also been shown to characterize the HD progression in the clinic 32. Importantly, perseverative responding has also
been observed in HD patients as assessed in different tasks 26-27-28-29.

We also evaluated the motor behavior of the R6/2 and BACHD mice using the computer vision software revealing that maybe R6/2 but clearly BACHD mice had shorter total path length, (not significant for R6/2 mice), reduced levels of rearing and climbing behavior, and higher immobility time. These results are consistent with previous reports of decreased locomotion9-33, rearing-climbing 9, and imbalance and motor coordination problems 9-20 in R6/2 and BACHD mice. The performance of R6/2 mice particularly paralleled the results of Rudenko et al 25 who tested these mice on open field 9-12. They observed significant decrease in number of rearings as early as 8 weeks of age, however differences in distance traveled occurred reliably at 12 weeks of age. Light cycle was found to affect many of our computer vision measures, which has also been reported in studies that tested WT mice in open field (e.g., 34-35 at least for C57BL/6).

Although the differences in locomotion were in the expected direction, these differences were not statistically significant for the R6/2 mice (p=.31). On the other hand, same R6/2 mice were significantly more immobile than their wild-type controls. The dissociation between these two measures is possible since immobility and locomotion (i.e., path length) are not perfectly complementary given all other alternative behaviors animals engage in (e.g., grooming). A more detailed characterization of behavior via computer vision system in future studies can clarify the dynamics that might underlie this dissociation.

Since our computer vision application does not track the individual animal identities in a consistent manner (see below for details), in order to compare genotypes in terms of computer vision indices, mice with the same genotype were housed in the same cage. While, we could track the identity of a given mouse prior to and following corner exits (based on time-stamped transponder detections), these periods of identity tracking were constrained by instances of occlusions, where "identity" swaps are likely. Ongoing development of the computer vision application is focused on reliable individual tracking and social behavior. Another advantage of genotype-based housing in our specific case was to avoid possible dominance of the WT mice over R6/2 and BACHD mice minimizing their access to resources. This would have constituted an important confound during behavioral phenotyping of these mice. Certain behavioral phenotypes of R6/2 and BACHD mice (e.g., disrupted sleep patterns) could also directly interact with WT mouse behavior. Similar factors however could also constitute a disadvantage of genotype-based housing schemes as they could inflate the degree of behavioral phenotype. For instance, disrupted sleep pattern of a given mouse could also disrupt the sleep patterns of other mice in the same cage.

Group housing during testing might exert some disadvantages. One of the likely problems with this approach is that group housing might induce social ranking dynamics, which might in turn influence behavior and task-related performances. In this study, we did not specifically evaluate social ranking and thus could not capture these possible relations. On the other hand, in combination with marking animals for individuation, analytical tools can be developed to evaluate social behavioral dynamics based on computer vision application endpoints. For instance, huddling behavior and/or dispersal of animals in the home-cage might provide important data regarding social behavior. Genotype-based housing or group-housing itself exerts a trade-off that needs to be evaluated given what is known about the mouse lines to be tested.

Another important issue is the number of subjects to test in a given case. In our case, the number of subjects was chosen to maximize the sample size (as allowed by regulations). Power analysis shows that group sizes of 3-11 mice for most of the parameters measured in the R6/2 mice at 8 weeks of age (namely: corner entries, licking count, percentage of repeats, percentage of alternations, percent time immobile and percent time rearing-climbing) are sufficient to detect a 50% improvement of a potential therapy (final number depends on the parameter measured; ρ= 0.05, 80% power). A similar sample size allows the evaluation of potential therapies at 10 weeks of age R6/2 mice in the PhenoCubeTM system when measuring percent alternations, percent time immobile and percent time rearing-climbing. In the BACHD mice, power analysis indicates that group sizes of 4-16 mice are sufficient to detect a 50% effect improvement at 36 weeks of age when measuring corner entries, collected rewards, and locomotion. If the effect of the potential therapy is examined at 52 weeks of age, group sizes of 4-9 mice are needed when measuring corner entries, collected rewards, locomotion, percent time immobile and percent time rearing-climbing.

One of the important features of the data gathered from this study is the increased licking that could be interpreted as increased thirst of both R6/2 and BACHD mice coupled with the use of water as reward. Increased licking phenotype might constitute a confound for behavioral tasks that set the rules for access to water reward 32. That have been said, the canonical interpretation of higher thirst would be increased motivation for water reward, which if anything would be expected to lead to more well-structured (and possibly less disrupted) goal-directed behaviors. On the other hand, several phenotypes such as the frequency of corner visits might have been masked by higher motivation for water reward at least in the R6/2 mice.

Note that the aim of this study was not only to characterize the disease profiles of two different mutations, but instead to demonstrate the utility of the PhenoCubeTM in mouse models of HD. Further work can test different mouse models at the same age (e.g., BACHD vs. R6/2 mice at 8 weeks of age) with identical experimental protocols to enable a direct comparison of mouse models of HD using PhenoCubeTM as a tool. Another interesting possibility for future studies would be mixing different genotypes in a cage and comparing their performance to conditions where mice of the same genotype are housed together (as in this study). This would enable the differentiation of disease progression in the presence and absence of mice with HD and might reveal possibly differential social behavior dynamics compared to genotype-based housing scheme. Finally, defining the accuracy of nose-poke based on randomly signaled water recesses would constitute a test of cued discrimination performance, which can be compared to the spatial discrimination of recesses as in the case of this study. These two different strategies are
known to rely on different mechanisms (e.g., Ciamei & Morton, 2009).

Overall, these results in HD mouse models characterize PhenoCube™ as an ecologically valid, sensitive, and efficient system in detecting and tracking the course of the phenotype progression concurrently across multiple behavioral measures. As practice effects are possible in longitudinal studies, confirmation of disease progression should be obtained using cross-sectional designs. Importantly, PhenoCube™ allows assessment of behavior in non-stressful conditions and of grouped mice without any handling of the animals. Further refinement of the computer vision for assessment of social behavior will allow the study of complex interactions in heterogeneous groups of subjects, a topic of particular interest in preclinical work with models of schizophrenia and autism. In addition, the automated computer vision scoring provides measures of behavior 30 times/s, 24 h/day, for up to 6 consecutive days, giving unprecedented access to the secret life of mice (and rats in the near future), and offering the potential to discover unexpected aspects of their individual and group behavior. Critically, the ability to conduct longitudinal studies is necessary for not only validation of disease models but also for the initial screening of potential symptomatic treatments and therapeutic interventions. Results gathered from PhenoCube™ can be used to guide further efforts using traditional assays. Thus, this new platform can be beneficial in eliminating the bottleneck in target validation and drug discovery.
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